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j'J	and the  rest are absorbed.    None of the
H	light, however, can pass around the screen,
y	and thus the space on the wall behind it
HI	is in the dark.
M Why does the straw in one's lemonade
|I| look bent at the surface of the liquid?
fl	Though   light  travels   in   a  straight  line
|,,i	through a  medium of uniform density, a
H	ray of light will bend when it passes from
|j	one medium to another of different density.
jlj	This is what happens when a ray passes
|»l	from air to the denser lemonade. As your
y	eye follows the straw in your glass you
I,,|	see   that   it   seems   to   be   bent  where   it
|;'|	enters the liquid.   The ray which the straw
y	sends back  to your eye is actually bent
fj	at this  point, and so the straw seems to
|"|	have the same bend.    Such bending of a
y	light ray is called refraction.    What other
|,,|	examples have you noticed?
y If a distant star within our range of
H vision should suddenly grow dark
I1! would it become invisible at once?
jjiif No, because the light from the stars does
j'j not reach the eye instantaneously, though
jj it seems to. Light travels at the rate
i.,I of about 186,000 miles a second. Now
y this rate is practically instantaneous for
y objects on earth, but it is a different matter
|'jf in the immeasurable depths of space. It
fill takes eight minutes for the sun's rays to
H strike the earth, and the rays from the
|!j nearest star travel for four years and five
i.,| months before they reach us. The rays
H which show us the north star started on
their journey about forty-four years ago,
and we are seeing rays now from stars
which ceased to exist thousands of years
ago.
Why cannot eggs be boiled on top of a
mountain?
Increasing the pressure on the surface of
water raises the boiling point, and dimin-
ishing1 the pressure lowers the boiling
point. That is, the temperature of water
which boils at sea level is much higher
than that which boils on a mountain be-
cause the air at sea level is much denser
than that higher up. On top of a mountain
the pressure of the air is so low that
f"f though the water may boil it does not
j j become hot enough to cook the eggs.
H Why do the contents of a thermos bottle
!"! remain hot or cold ?
The thermos bottle is constructed on the
principle that heat may be conducted from
one place to another. Such a bottle con-
sists of a double glass container enclosed
!"] in a metal case. The inner glass vessel is
II fused to the outer one after the air be-
fijl tween them has been exhausted. The space
|| between the two vessels is practically a
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 vacuum, and a vacuum will not conduct
heat. Therefore a hot liquid poured into
the inner vessel remains hot because its
heat cannot escape across the vacuum, and
a cold liquid remains cold because outside
heat cannot reach it. The principle of
conduction is also applied in the construc-
tion of a flreless cooker; the space between
two boxes is packed with excelsior or
other substance through which heat can-
not flow, and the hot food in the inner box
retains its heat indefinitely.
Why does not the car on a loop-the-loop
railway fall off the track when it is in-
verted at the top of the loop?
Such a car clings to the rails because of
centrifugal force.    Centrifugal force is a
pull from, the center of rotation, and it is
the result of the tendency of every object
to move in a straight line.   A body rapidly
rotated  resists   the  force  that  makes   it
move in a curved path, and seems to be
pulling away from the center about which
it is turning.   This pulling from the center
is what  keeps the water in  a pail from   \
falling out, even when the pail is whirled   j
around upside down.    "We see an example   j
of centrifugal force in the mud that flies  j
off the wheels of a swiftly-moving vehicle   |
running on a muddy street.	j
Why do glass or earthen pitchers con- 1
taining water sometimes burst when
the water freezes?
Though water contracts when cooled, this
contraction ceases just before the freezing
point is reached, or at about 39 degrees
Fahr. When cooled further the water
expands to the freezing1 point, and when
it freezes it expands still further. There-
fore breakable pitchers sometimes crack
and fall apart because of the expansive
force of the freezing water. This power
of expansion is also shown in the breaking1
up of rocks when water contained in their
crevices freezes. The bursting of water
pipes in cold weather is likewise a famil-
iar illustration of the expansive force of
freezing water.
Why does one's hand feel cold when it is
dried in the air after being wet with
gasoline?
This is due to the fact that gasoline eva-
porates very rapidly. Evaporation is the
process by which moisture is taken into
the air in the form of vapor. Heat is
always absorbed during evaporation, but
when the hand is wet with water the proc-
ess is much slower than in the case of
gasoline. Accordingly, one does not get
so great a sensation of coolness when the
drying hand has been dipped in water as
when it has been placed in gasoline.


